The multiple model adaptive control (MMAC) of discrete-time stochastic system with colored noise is considered in this paper. Model set contains one adaptive identification and some fixed models. Based on the output errors of the models, a simple weighting algorithm is adopted with guaranteed convergence. The proofs of the stability and convergence of system are presented. Besides, the influence of initial value of adaptive model on system performance is described. Finally, computer simulation results can verify the theoretical results.
Introduction
As the largely change of system parameters makes the dynamical system become complicated. The classical adaptive control can't meet the requirements. Therefore, MMAC developed. The most suitable controller is used to control the system 1 . The weighted multiple model adaptive control (WMMAC) was researched in 1960's 2 . In that system, Kalman filter and posterior possibility evaluator (PPE) algorithm are important 3 . Later, K. S. Narendra put forward the concept of switching multiple model adaptive control 4, 5 . To some extent, WMMAC can be regarded as a kind of slow switching 4, 5 . Therefore, the scheme can alleviate the vibration when switching.
However, the system stability analysis of the WMMAC has been plaguing the researchers all the time. In Refs. 4 and 6, the stability and convergence are proved based on the virtual equivalent system (VES) theory. But, its model set just includes fixed models. If the real model isn't in the model set, the system is not good.
Considering the above problems, in this paper, a finite number of fixed and one adaptive identification models are designed to cover the discrete-time stochastic system with colored noise.
Description of WMMAC
For analyzing system clearly, a block diagram of a general discrete-time WMMAC system is shown in Fig.1 .
The meanings of symbols are shown: P is the uncertainty plant; i C is a local controller corresponded to the fixed model; C is the local controller corresponded to the adaptive identification model; ( ) i p k is weighted value for its local controller; ( ) p k is the weighted value for the adaptive identification controller. Through the algorithm, the weighted values are known. Then, the ( ) u k can be obtained by weighted sum. Consider the following discrete-time dynamical plant, the mathematical model is
where
( ) y k and ( ) u k are the output and the input. The ( ) k is a zero-mean white noise. The ( ) k is colored noise. The plant also can be written as
N is the model set. For every fixed model, the corresponded controller is designed by pole placement control. At the same time, the one adaptive identification model is designed by indirect pole assignment self-tuning control. The recursive extended least square is used to estimated parameter 7 . That is
As initial values will affect the system performance, we will discuss that specifically in simulation studies.
For each local model, its output ( ) i y k is used to define the output error ( ) i e k . As shown in Fig.1 , the global control ( ) u k is obtained by
In this paper, the algorithm 4 to calculate weight is 1 (0) (0) 1
where is 0.001, avoiding ( ) 0
The convergence character is presented in Ref. 4 . In the computer simulation, in order to prevent the weight converge to zero, we can limit the threshold value.
Stability and Convergence of the System
On the basis of VES 4, 6 , this section gives the stability proof of the WMMAC system. then it is stable. Proof. First, the weighting algorithm is convergent. So,
WMMAC for LTI plant
As the VES for this WMMAC is similar to the one in Ref. 8 . The influence of the parameter identification process on the system will be included in ( ) i e k . Follow the proof process of Ref. 8, the VES for WMMAC can be decomposed into three subsystems. Then, VES theory can be used to verify the stability.
WMMAC for parameter jump plant
To consider the parameter jump plant, we assume that the system parameters are piecewise constant function of time, and time interval of parameter jump is long enough.
According to the assumptions, we know that each stage is a WMMAC for LTI plant. The overall system is slow switching between all the stages. Therefore, switching system theory 9 can be utilized to verify the stability of the WMMAC system.
Simulation Studies
In this section, the results of computer simulations will be presented. Consider an uncertain discrete-time plant 
where is 0.7, n is 1.
Then we can know the four fixed controller easily. At the same time, the adaptive identification model is designed by indirect pole assignment self-tuning control. The recursive extended least square is used to estimated parameter. The initial value is 6 
10
( 1) eye na nb . The calculation in detail is shown in formula (6) and (7) .
The true model of plant is not included in the four fixed model, which h is 1. The initial value of adaptive model will affect the system performance.
The initial value In the two cases, the controller 5 designed according to the adaptive identification model all are chosen rapidly. However, the latter one works better.
Conclusions
In this paper, a finite number of fixed and one adaptive identification models are designed for a category of systems with colored noise. This method can effectively deal with issue when the real model isn't in the model set. And, the stability of WMMAC in the case is proven. At the same time, an adaptive model with real-time initial value, the parameter value of the fixed model closest to the real model, can improve the system performance.
